
KOURNA LAKE - CRETE 
A superb limestone boulder beside Crete's only fresh-

water lake. The problems described are on the boulder 

just beyond the one on the actual track.  The one 

visible from the other side of the lake is a good 

reference point but is huge and seemingly hold-less - 

waiting for someone who is prepared for glory! 
 

 
 

Access and Approach 

On a nature reserve with signs for hiking footpaths.  A 

dirt road runs along the western side of the lake and 

leads all the way to the boulders. This is best reached 

by crossing over the river that runs into the lake (there 

is a path beside a taverna on the bend in the lakeside 

road). After the weir/bridge cross the fields to the dirt 

road or follow the paths through the wood (both are 

fairly obvious). 

 

1 Teras   font 3 

SD Pull up using monster holds and go straight up. 

 

2 Teras Dexia   font 3 

SD Use the monster holds but trend diagonally up to 

the right arête.  About severe after the initial pull.  

 

3 Rampa   font 2 * 

Follow the ramp-line left to the centre of the boulder. 

 

4 Siter Rampa   font 3 

Sit start to Rampa. 

 

5 Dexio Akro   font 3 * 

The right edge of the slab. 
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6 Patata   font 4+ 

The end arête off potato holds. 

 

7 Siter Patata Problems   font 6a+ - 6b+ 

Three problems: I The arête using holds in the scoop 

(6a+); II The arête going straight up off the sharp grey 

hold for your left hand (6b); III A super eliminate up 

the left arête (6b+). 

 

8 Koutala   font 6a+ * 

SD The overhanging scoop. 

9 Alithini Kritiki   font 6c * 

SD Pull over the bulge, mantel and take the shallow 

right facing flake to gain the top. 

 

10 Kalo Pono   font 6a+ * 

SD Use the central flake to reach a painful small hold 

before the large top flake. 

 

11 Nifada Telos   font 4+ * 

SD Climb the last flake on the right to pocketed rock 

and the top. 

 

 

 
 

        6,7           8                         9         10           11 

 

There is an easy descent off the back of the boulder. 
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